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Abstract
The algorithm of transient process control in electrohydromechanical united regulator
of locomotive diesel generator and in microprocessor system of adjusting diesel crankshaft
rotation frequency and power of traction generator ERChM30T is observed. The new definition
of speed restrictive performance of transient process is given as well as methods of its
determination and representation in microprocessor system.
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Streszczenie
Zastosowanie elektronicznego regulatora obrotów wału korbowego i mocy prądnicy trakcyjnej ERCM30T, w miejsce elektrohydraulicznego, pozwala znacznie polepszyć jakość regulacji
procesu przejścia i wyeliminować nieproduktywną dawkę paliwa. Przedstawiono metodykę
określenia dopuszczalnej dawki paliwa w procesie przejścia zespołu silnik-prądnica lokomotywy spalinowej
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1. Introduction
A frequent change of power equipment mode is rather typical of diesel-locomotive
operation. According to statistical observations, a change of diesel-generator speed rate
occurs 50 to 60 times during each working hour during shunting and 200 to 250 times during
an hour of power operation on mainline diesel locomotives. Therefore, full attention is given
to the improvement in diesel-generator performance during transient (speed rate changing)
processes. Accuracy and performance control of these processes is of prime importance while
boosting diesel-engine by mean effective pressure [1].
2. Hydromechanical governor 4-7RS2
Hydromechanical governor 4-7RS2 developed by the holding company JSC “Kolomensky
Zavod” (under the leadership of B.P. Kolosov) proves to be one of the high-water marks as far
as transient process arrangement is concerned [2]. The governor high control performance is
achieved through restraining fuel injection into cylinders and limiting the generator capacity
in accordance with air pressure in the diesel inlet manifold. Characteristics of the fuel
injection corrector and the traction generator load control (within the governor) in function
of charging pressure are represented in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Characteristics of fuel limiter and load of diesel-generator 1A- 9DG installed on diesel
locomotive 2TE116 (represented schematically): AB ‒ diesel locomotive related
specified speed characteristic under steady-state conditions; CCD ‒ limiting of fuel
injection in function of charging pressure; EE’F ‒ characteristic of power governor
action aimed to reduce in diesel-generator capacity
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Displacement of the locomotive handle causes mismatching between specified and actual
crankshaft speeds. Therewith the speed governor draws control racks so as to increase fuel
injection.
The corrector blocks off fuel injection according to the CCD curve which corresponds
to preset specified value of air-to-fuel ratio (excess air factor a). Limiting of fuel injection
guarantees high quality of work process in diesel engine, reduces thermal overloads
of the sleeve assembly components and smoking at the exhaust. However the load produced
by traction generator may turn out to be intolerably high thus making too low (or even
equal to zero) the crankshaft angular acceleration necessary for mode changing. Then with
satisfactory work process parameters the diesel-engine crankshaft will accelerate too slow
thus increasing the transient process duration. To eliminate such possibility the corrector
was modified with introduction of limiting characteristic EE’F. Provided that cyclic
injection gets higher than this curve, power governor moves inductive sensor in the direction
of traction generator load reduction, securing specified angular acceleration of the crankshaft
(i.e. necessary rapidity of transient process).
Hydromechanical governors 4-7RS2 were mounted on diesel locomotives 2TE116,
TEP70, TEM7 et al. (on diesel-engines D49). Such governor main drawbacks are instability
and adjustment complexity of its characteristics under operating conditions. With further
boosting of diesel-engine by mean effective pressure hydromechanical governors can’t
provide for adequate control accuracy and stability of diesel-engine characteristic.
3. Microprocessor control systems ERChM30T
Microprocessor control systems ERChM30T of crankshaft speed and traction generator
capacity have been installed on diesel locomotives since 2000. Utilization of such a control
system allows for the improvement of crankshaft speed maintenance accuracy and adjustment
stability of diesel-engine and traction gear characteristics under operating conditions.
The ERChM30T governors have been installed on more than 2.000 diesel locomotives
(types ChME3, TEM2, 2TE10MK, 2TE116, TEP70 etc.). The rpm maintenance accuracy
amounts to ±1.0 rpm within the range 300 to 1,000 rpm. There is virtually no need for
correcting the specified characteristics in operation. The microprocessor system capabilities
have made possible considerable improvement in control quality and accuracy of speed
characteristics of steady state modes and transient processes due to major changes in their
organizational pattern. First and foremost, this concerns the method of setting transient
process limiting characteristic. Previously, it was believed [1] that fuel injection limiting
in the course of the transient processes is governed through specifying the value of total
excess air factor (aS). As a rule, this value was selected experimentally based on observations
of diesel engine smoking at the exhaust and set at a level ranging from 1.25 to 1.30 within
an accuracy of ±0.1 (not always observed). The present paper presents another approach to
solving the defined problem.
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4. Analysis of the indicated power variation at the transient process
Let us analyse the indicated power variation at the initial phase of the transient process.
We shall assume that in the course of the transient process, a new rpm setting causes fast
acting speed governor to increase fuel injection. With this process under way, crankshaft
and turbocompressor rotor speeds remain constant, thus making a constant diesel engine
airflow. Diesel locomotive traction generator and ancillary equipment capacities of and in-diesel engine friction power also do not suffer changes.

Fig. 2. On defining transient process related diesel engine speed limiting characteristic (diesel
engine 12ChN26/26, crankshaft speed 64.9 rad/s (620 rpm)): qF ‒ relative increment
of cyclic fuel injection (0.65 g/cycle is taken as a unit); aS ‒ total excess air factor;
hi ‒ indicated efficiency; Pi ‒ indicated power (kW)

As the cyclic fuel injection increases, the excess air factor varies in inverse proportion
to it:
αΣ =
where:
GVi
qц
Z
l0

‒
‒
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‒
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number of cylinders,
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λ 0 qF ωi Z

(1)
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t ‒ engine tacticity coefficient,
wi ‒ crankshaft speed, rad/s.
Considering that in respect to this process GVi = const, wi = const, we may write:
d αΣ =

d αΣ
dqF
dqF

(2)

where:
G
d αΣ
2πτ
= − Vi qF−2
dqF
ωi
λ0 Z
Let us define the variation in the indicated power:
Pi =

H 8 qF ηi ωi Z
2πτ

(3)

where:
HИ ‒ the lowest heat value of fuel (kJ/kg),
Ηi ‒ indicated efficiency (coefficient of performance).
With made assumptions we obtain:
dPi =

H 8 Z ωi
(dqF ηi + d ηi qF )
2πτ

(4)

with regard to (1) we have:
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dPi =
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or
dPi =

H 8 Z ωi
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with regard to (2) we have
dPi =

In the course of the process under consideration, indicated power Pi achieves its maximum
under dPi = 0, i.e under:
G 2πτ 1 d ηi
ηi = Vi
(8)
λ 0 Z ωi qF d α Σ
or with regard to (1) we have:
ηi = α Σ

d ηi
d αΣ

(9)
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Indicated efficiency value ηi, depends on αΣ and crank-shaft speed [1].
Basing on experimental data for every specified crank-shaft speed value, we determine
relationships to be stored in the microprocessor control system.
ηi = ηi (α Σ )

and

d ηi
d αΣ

(10)

As a case in point, Fig. 2 represents the dependencies of diesel-engine indicated efficiency
hi, total excess air factor aS and indicated power Pi under crankshaft speed wi = 64,8 rad/s
from relative increments of fuel injection. The relationships were obtained by resultant data
processing of type 2TE25 locomotive diesel-engine tests carried out by JSC “Kolomensky
Zavod”.
As is clear from Fig. 2, increases in fuel injection by more than 20% do not cause any
increase in indicated power, thus they are fully unjustified. Herewith the excess air factor
amounts to 1.5. Previously the permissible value of excess air factor was believed [1] ranging
from 1.30 to 1.35. The governor 4-7RS2 limiter was specifically adjusted for such value thus
allowing for injection of 10 to 15% excess fuel into cylinders. Of course this fuel combusted
through-and- through, contributing to larger heat load density of structural components
and more intensive smoking at the exhaust but not to increase in the indicated power.
5. Rational load control agorithm
Rather strict regulation of fuel injection increments superimposed by microprocessor
system is compensated with rational load control algorithm of traction generator and correct
variation of permissible injection value in terms of increasing turbocompressor rotor speed
and charging pressure. In Fig. 3, an oscillograph record is represented showing the transient
process of diesel-generator 2A-9DG installed on a microprocessor system equipped diesel
locomotive TEP70 as for the case of drawing locomotive handle from the first to the fifteenth
position.
At the transient process initial phase control racks (hp) instantaneously get on the fuel
injection limiting position (hp). Microprocessor system controls traction generator current
(Iтг) so as to provide for specified angular acceleration of the crankshaft (curve wд in Fig. 3)
and near-the-limiting position of control racks hp/p. On reaching the specified crankshaft speed
(in Fig. 3 it occurs in the course of 66s), the traction generator load is regulated so as to force
control racks to draw nearer to the limiting position, but not quicker than the permissible
loading rate of the traction generator in tractive mode.
The represented oscillograph record demonstrates that the transient process realized
in the ERChM30T microprocessor control system meets the most severe requirements
of quality and accuracy of locomotive diesel-generator control. This process may be considered
optimum with regard to the definition proposed in [1]. Elimination of nonproductive fuel
injection according to the relationship (9) leads to an increase in fuel efficiency by 2‒5%,
ensures diesel-engine overloading protection and reduces hazardous emission, this is not
the whole story. Fuel efficiency enhancement highest potential lies in that achieved control
quality and accuracy allow for raising the level of specified (diesel locomotive) speed
characteristic, thus drawing it nearer to limiting characteristic of the steady-state regime.
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Fig. 3. Diesel engine transient process

Table 1 contains the transient process related permissible increment values of fuel
injection (marked blue) depending on the indicated power level of the diesel engine
12ChN26/26 basic static characteristic at a speed of 64.9 rad/s. With high level power of
the steady- state regime permissible fuel injection increment is nothing more than 10%.
This implies that diesel engine crankshaft angular acceleration in the course of transient
process will be low, thus contributing to an increase in the process duration. Such increment
values are acceptable for mainline diesel locomotives, not affecting their productivity but
contributing to an additional reduction in fuel consumption by 2‒3%. Employing high-efficiency engine on shunting locomotives demands for special measures to be taken, such
as the installation of a power circuit storage [3] et al.
Ta b l e 1
On defining of limiting speed characteristic as related to transient process in diesel-engine
12ChN26/26 at a speed of 64.9 rad/s

Note: BТ ‒ fuel injection (kg/h);
(kg/kW∙h)

‒ relative variation of fuel injection; gi ‒ indicated specific fuel consumption
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6. Conclusions
1. Application of microprocessor governor of crankshaft speed/traction generator capacity
contributes to significant improvement of transient process control performance
and eliminates nonproductive fuel injections.
2. The represented method for determination of affordable fuel injection in the course
of locomotive diesel generator transient process may be used for the purpose of transient
process analysis of any other dedication diesels.
3. Microprocessor control application to power equipment renders possible fuel saving
at diesel locomotives of about 3‒6%.
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